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Abstract
We demonstrate experimentally an enhanced delayed fluorescence in tetracene sin-
gle crystals strongly coupled to optical modes in open cavities formed by arrays of
plasmonic nanoparticles. Hybridization of singlet excitons with collective plasmonic
resonances in the arrays leads to the splitting of the material dispersion into a lower
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and an upper polariton band. This splitting significantly modifies the dynamics of the
photo-excited tetracene crystal, resulting in an increase of the delayed fluorescence by a
factor of four. The enhanced delayed fluorescence is attributed to the emergence of an
additional radiative decay channel, where the lower polariton band harvests long-lived
triplet states. There is also an increase in total emission, which is wavelength depen-
dent, and can be explained by the direct emission from the lower polariton band, the
more efficient light out-coupling and the enhancement of the excitation intensity. The
observed enhanced fluorescence opens the possibility of efficient radiative triplet har-
vesting in open optical cavities, to improve the performance of organic light emitting
diodes.
Introduction
Organic semiconductors are important materials for optoelectronic devices such as organic
light emitting diodes (OLEDs) and organic photovoltaics (OPV). The performance of these
devices is determined by properties such as absorption and emission cross section, chemi-
cal reactivity and excited state dynamics, arising from the potential energy surface of the
molecules.1,2 Hence, controlling the energy surface can provide a remarkable impact on photo-
physical processes involved in these devices. Tuning of the properties of organic materials
is usually done through chemical synthesis. However, changing the molecular composi-
tion might also affect the processability and morphology of thin films fabricated from the
molecules, which may be detrimental for the performance.
Recently, an alternative method has emerged to modify the energy surfaces of molecules
and to alter their properties without changing the molecular composition: strong light-
matter coupling. Theoretical developments continue to uncover the physics underpinning
changes to the potential energy surfaces of molecules in this regime,3–5 with tremendous
implications for the photophysical properties of organic materials. Strong coupling between
photons in optical cavities and excitons in semiconductors results in hybrid quasi-particles
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called exciton-polaritons. The strong coupling leads to an avoided crossing between the
dispersions of cavity photons and excitons at the energy and momentum at which they
would overlap. This coupling leads to the splitting in energy of the dispersion into the lower
polariton band (LPB) and the upper polariton band (UPB). The width of the splitting
between these bands is determined by the coupling strength and is called the Rabi energy.
The properties of these hybrid quasi-particles are a combination of the properties of the
two uncoupled states (bare states).6 This remarkable consequence of strong coupling has
led to the possibility of tuning the properties of materials, such as exciton transport,7–10
conductivity,11 energy transfer,12–16 or chemical reactivity.17–23
It has been predicted recently that strong coupling can enhance singlet fission in acene
molecules.24 Singlet fission is the process where one singlet state splits into a triplet pair at
approximately half the singlet energy, conserving the total zero spin of the singlet.25 Singlet
fission can lead to a photocurrent quantum efficiency of more than 100% in a photovoltaic
device.26 Even higher quantum efficiencies can be achieved by increasing the singlet fission
rate.27,28 Strong light-matter coupling can affect the singlet fission rate, as the energy level
of the bright singlet exciton will be modified, while the triplet state remains unaffected. This
phenomenon opens the perspective of strong coupling for improving the efficiency of singlet
fission based OPV. Also the performance of OLEDs may possibly be enhanced by strong light
matter coupling. In the so-called thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF) molecules,
delayed emission arises from triplets going to the singlet state through thermal activation,
in a process known as reverse intersystem crossing (RISC).29 Very recently, a decrease in
triplet lifetime in strongly coupled TADF molecule (Erythrosine B) was demonstrated30
and the inversion of the energy levels of singlet and triplet states was observed in strongly
coupled 3DPA3CN.31 As strong coupling modifies the energy of the coupled transition, it
may enhance the rate of RISC, resulting in more efficient emission. Also, enhanced emission
originating from fused triplet pair states has been observed for molecules in microcavities,
such as TIPS-tetracene.32 Common to all these studies is that the cavity used to achieve
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strong coupling is formed by a pair of mirrors separated by a small distance so that they
support a Fabry-Pe´rot resonance. However, applications in real devices, such as OPVs
or OLEDs, require good accessibility by light from the surrounding medium or efficient
outcoupling of light.
In this manuscript, we demonstrate strong light-matter coupling of excitons in tetracene
crystals to an in-plane optical cavity. The cavity consists of silver nanoparticles arranged in
a periodic array. This ‘open’ architecture facilitates an efficient excitation of the tetracene
and collection of its emission. An advantage of organic single crystals is that we can align
the strongest transition dipole of tetracene to the cavity resonance to increase the coupling
strength. Strong coupling leads to a Rabi-splitting between the UPB and LPB of 210 meV
and we observe a significantly enhanced emission from the lower polariton band, which is
a factor of seven higher than the emission of the bare (uncoupled) tetracene at the same
wavelength. Time-resolved measurements of the photoluminescence (PL) show an increase
by a factor of almost four of the delayed fluorescence after the normalization of the emission
at zero time. Control measurements on a similar sample of tetracene and silver nanoparticles
but in the weak coupling regime show the opposite effect, namely, a reduction of the delayed
fluorescence with respect to the emission of bare tetracene. Therefore, our measurements
illustrate the relevance of strong coupling for the modification of the excited state dynamics
of organic semiconductors and the enhancement of the delayed fluorescence, and they open a
range of possibilities for improving the emission of OLEDs using strong light-matter coupling
of organic semiconductors with in-plane optical cavities.
Plasmonic Nanoparticle Arrays
Rectangular arrays of silver nanoparticles with dimensions 2.5 × 2.5 mm2 were fabricated
by electron beam lithography on a glass substrate (refractive index n=1.51). A 12 nm thick
layer of Si3N4 and an 8 nm thick SiO2 layer were deposited on top to prevent oxidation (see
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Figure 1: a. SEM image of the array of silver nanoparticles. b. Microscope image of the
investigated tetracene crystal in reflection. The crystal is located on the edge of the particle
array. c. Fluorescence image of the tetracene crystal obtained with a polarizer parallel to
the transition dipole of the lowest optical transition in the crystal. The red arrow indicates
the orientation of the polarizer. d. Fluorescence image of the tetracene with a polarizer
perpendicular to the lowest optical transition of the crystal.
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Methods and Ref. [ 33]). The size of the unit cell is 240 × 340 nm2 and the nanoparticles
have average dimensions of 90 × 45 × 40 nm3 (LxWxH). A scanning electron microscope
image of the silver nanoparticles is shown in Fig. 1(a). The individual nanoparticles support
localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs), i.e., collective oscillations of the free electrons
driven by electromagnetic fields. LSPRs confine light to a sub-wavelength scale, leading to
large near-field enhancements.34 Due to Ohmic losses in the metal and radiation losses to
free space, LSPRs are broad and have a relatively low quality factor.35 By carefully arranging
the nanoparticles in a periodic array, it is possible to significantly reduce the losses.36 This
reduction originates from the enhanced radiative coupling of LSPRs in the array through
in-plane diffraction orders known as Rayleigh anomalies (RAs). The resulting modes are
known as surface lattice resonances (SLRs), extending over several unit cells of the array.
SLRs define a cavity mode with a much longer lifetime than LSPRs due to destructive
interference of light scattered to the far field and the redistribution of the near field farther
from the metal surface, which results in a reduction of the Ohmic losses.36,37 The energy
and quality factor of the SLRs can be tuned by changing the size of the particles, the lattice
dimensions and the number of particles in the unit cell.38–40
We have characterized the SLRs of the nanoparticle array by covering it with a 200 nm
thick layer of polystyrene (PS) with a refractive index n=1.59. This refractive index is similar
to that of the tetracene crystal at frequencies other than the exciton frequency.41 The similar
dielectric environment ensures that the extinction measurements of this sample, given by 1-
transmittance, can be used later as a reference for the measurements of the array covered
with tetracene. The extinction by the array of nanoparticles covered with PS is measured
using a collimated white light source polarized along the short axis of the nanoparticles,
while rotating the sample (see Methods). In this way, we obtain the extinction as a function
of energy and wave vector of the incident beam parallel to the surface, kp =
ω
c0
sin(θ), where
c0 is the speed of light in vacuum, ω the angular frequency of the light, and θ the angle of
incidence. This extinction map is shown in Fig. 2(a), for photon energies from 2.2 to 2.6 eV
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and kp from 0 to -8 rad/µm. Only negative angles are plotted in this figure because of the
symmetry in the extinction around kp = 0 rad/µm. We can identify a parabolic-shaped band
of increased extinction with a minimum energy of 2.35 eV. This sharp band corresponds to
the SLRs that results from the coupling between the LSPRs along the short nanoparticle
axis (visible at 2.7 eV in the blue dash-dotted curve in Fig. 2(e)) and the RAs resulting
from the (0, ±1) diffractive orders.
To obtain the dispersion of the SLRs, we fit the extinction measurements with a coupled
harmonic oscillator model,42 in which one oscillator has the energy of the LSPR and the
other corresponds to the RAs. The fit is plotted with the red dashed curve in Fig. 2(a). In
the extinction spectrum of the bare array, there is a second band visible just above the main
resonance at 2.46 eV. This band is attributed to a quasi-guided mode in the PS layer that
results from the grating coupling assisted by the array.43,44 From the characterization in Fig
2 (a), it is clear that the array is really ‘open’: the array is transparent for most energies
and light is coupled into the cavity efficiently at the indicated dispersion of the SLR. In Fig.
S4 of the supplemental information (SI), we display the distribution of the electric fields at
the energy of the SLR obtained from Finite Difference in Time Domain (FDTD) simulations
using a commercial software (Lumerical). These simulations show enhanced fields by a factor
of more than 10 in the PS layer and up to 150 nm above the substrate under normal incidence
plane wave illumination. The open characteristics and the extended electromagnetic fields
associated to SLRs make nanoparticle arrays ideally suitable for light emission applications.
Modification of the Absorption and Emission of Tetracene
Crystals coupled to Nanoparticle Arrays.
After the characterization of the bare array of nanoparticles, we removed the PS layer and
deposited tetracene single crystals on top of the array. Tetracene has been thoroughly
investigated for its semiconducting properties and singlet fission.45–47 The crystals have a
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Figure 2: a. Optical extinction map of the nanoparticle array covered with polystyrene
(n=1.59). The sample is illuminated with white light polarized along the short axis of the
silver particles. The parabolic band of high extinction corresponds to the (0, ±1) SLRs.
The red dashed curve is a fit of this mode. b Extinction map of the particle array covered
with the tetracene crystal and referenced to the tetracene crystal outside the array. The
extinction is multiplied by a factor two to increase the contrast in the image. The UPB and
LPB are fitted with a coupled oscillator model and shown with the red solid curves. The
dashed black line at 2.38 eV represents the energy of the S0 → S1 transition in tetracene.
c. Fluorescence map of the tetracene crystal outside the array. d. Fluorescence map of
the tetracene crystal on top of the nanoparticle array. The coupled oscillator model of Fig.
2(a) is plotted to show that the emission follows the LPB. e. Extinction spectra of the bare
tetracene (orange dashed curve), of the array with polystyrene (blue dash dotted curve)
and the array with tetracene (green solid curve), showing the Rabi-splitting between LPB
and UPB of 210 meV. All spectra are taken at kp = 4 rad/µm. f. Fluorescence spectra
of tetracene on (green solid curve) and outside the array (orange dashed curve) at kp = 0
rad/µm. The semi-transparant gray box indicates the transmission window of the 550 nm
bandpass filter used for the time resolved measurements.
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herringbone structure with two molecules per unit cell.48 The transition dipole moment of
the lowest optical transition lies almost, but not exactly, in the (001) plane, which is parallel
to the substrates where crystals are grown41 (see Fig. S2 in the SI for X-ray diffraction
(XRD) measurements). By drop casting a saturated solution of tetracene in toluene in a
nitrogen glovebox49 (see Methods), thin tetracene single crystals were formed with a size
distribution in the range of 20-300 µm and 100-400 nm thickness. As the photophysical
properties between different tetracene crystals may vary due to different thickness and size,
we chose to investigate the crystal shown in Fig. 1(b-d) because it is located at the edge of
the nanoparticle array. In this way, the properties of the same crystal could be compared
on and outside the array. This crystal has a thickness of 140±50 nm (see Methods), and
a size of ∼ 250 × 200 µm2. Figure 1(b) shows the crystal in reflection under white light
illumination. The black dashed line in Fig. 1(b) indicates the edge of the nanoparticle
array. There is only a small contrast between the reflection inside and outside the array.
The fluorescence of the tetracene crystal, diplayed in Figs. 1(c,d), shows a higher contrast
due to the stronger emission from the array. In Fig. 1(c), the fluorescence of the crystal is
imaged by illuminating the sample with a white light source in combination with a 400 nm
short pass filter and with a polarizing filter parallel (red arrow) to the lowest optical dipole
transition of the tetracene crystal, while in Fig. 1(d) the polarizing filter is perpendicular
(red arrow) to the lowest optical dipole transition. We conclude from these images that
the orientation of the dipole moment of the lowest optical transition is at an angle of 10◦
with respect to the dipole moment of the LSPR of the short axis of the silver nanoparticles
(note that this axis is perpendicular to the edge of the array, visible in Figs. 1(c,d)). This
orientation leads to a strong interaction between tetracene excitons and SLRs arising from
the diffractive coupling of LSPRs with their dipole moments along the short nanoparticle
axis.50
The result of the coupling between excitons in tetracene and the SLRs in the array is
visible in the extinction map of Fig. 2(b), where the extinction is measured in a Fourier
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microscope (see Methods). For a direct comparison with the dispersion of the bare nanopar-
ticle array, we plot in this figure only the dispersion for positive wave vectors (the dispersion
for negative wave vectors is similar because of the symmetry of the array). The dashed
black line and dashed red curve in this figure indicate the dispersion of the lowest exciton
transition in tetracene and the SLRs of the bare array for the uncoupled case.
A characteristic of strong coupling is the avoided crossing between the bare states and
the formation of the hybrid states given by the LPB and UPB. In the case of the investigated
nanoparticle array, the avoided crossing is apparent at kp = 4 rad/µm and E = 2.38 eV (See
Fig. 2(b)). The LPB and UPB can be fitted to the eigenfrequencies of the Hamiltoninan
described by a coupled harmonic oscillator model,51
H =
 ESLR − iγSLR g
g Eexc − iγexc
 , (1)
where ESLR is the angle dependent energy of the degenerate SLRs, shown with the red dashed
curve in Figs. 2(a) and (b), Eexc is the energy of the tetracene S1 exciton (2.38 eV), γSLR
and γexc are the damping rates of the SLRs and the exciton, respectively, estimated from the
full width at half maxima of the extinction spectra of the bare modes, and g is the coupling
strength from which the Rabi-splitting (Ω = 2g) can be calculated. The result of this model
is plotted with the red solid curves in Fig. 2(b), and it fits well to the experimental data.
The Rabi-splitting obtained from the fit (Ω = 210 meV) is larger than the damping rates
of the SLRs (γSLR = 30 meV) and the linewidth of tetracene (γexc = 160 meV), confirming
that the system is in the strong coupling regime.
To better visualize the Rabi-splitting, we plot in Fig. 2(e) the extinction spectra for bare
tetracene (outside the array), for the bare nanoparticle array and for the array coupled to
tetracene, measured at kp = 4 rad/µm. The dashed orange curve shows the extinction of
the tetracene crystal, where the maximum extinction at 2.38 eV corresponds to the lowest
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optical exciton transition. Higher vibronic transitions are visible at ∼ 2.58 eV and ∼ 2.76
eV. The maximum extinction of tetracene overlaps in energy with the maximum extinction
of the bare array for this wave vector (blue curve in Fig. 2(e)), corresponding to the SLR.
The solid green curve in Fig. 2(e) represents the extinction of the coupled system, referenced
to the extinction of tetracene. We observe the splitting of the exciton energy into the LPB
and the UPB at 2.26 eV and 2.47 eV, respectively. The broad peak around to 2.7 eV, visible
in the extinction of the array with tetracene and the array with PS, corresponds to the
LSPRs of the individual silver nanoparticles.
We have measured the fluorescence of the tetracene crystal on and outside the nanopar-
ticle array using a pulsed laser diode with λ = 375 nm (3.3 eV) and a repetition rate of 2.5
MHz to excite the organic crystal off resonance. Note the bare array (without tetracene)
is formed by Ag nanoparticles and it does not exhibit fluorescence. Figures 2(c) and (d)
show a map of the fluorescence of bare tetracene and the fluorescence of tetracene on the ar-
ray, respectively. Similar to the extinction measurements, the emission is symmetric around
kp = 0 rad/µm, and we only plot this emission for half the space. The emission outside the
array is mainly originating from the lowest exciton transition, indicated by the black dashed
line at 2.35 eV on Figs. 2 (c,d). The intensity of the emission at this energy on the array
is almost unchanged, which indicates that there is a significant fraction of dark (uncoupled)
excitons. However, there is a very prominent peak visible at 2.26 eV for kp = 0 rad/µm,
corresponding to the LPB. At this frequency, the emission is seven-fold more intense than
the emission at the same frequency of the tetracene outside the array. This emission follows
the dispersion of the LPB as it was determined from the coupled oscillator Hamiltonian,
and plotted with the lowest red curve in Fig. 2(d). There is no emission from the UPB, in
agreement with previous measurements of organic strongly coupled systems, and explained
by the fast relaxation to dark excitons and to the LPB.52 For an easier comparison, we have
plotted the fluorescence emission spectra at kp = 0 rad/µm on and outside the array in Fig.
2(f) with the solid green and red dotted curves, respectively.
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Figure 3: a. Jablonski diagram showing the main transitions in the tetracene crystal. The
TTpair state represents all triplet pair states and Tfree is the free triplet state. Rates between
different populations are indicated with the blue arrows. b. Jablonski diagram of a tetracene
crystal strongly coupled to the array. Only the new possible decay channels originating from
strong coupling, have been indicated with the red and red dashed arrows. The decay channel
of free triplet states via the LPB is indicated with the thicker arrows. This relaxation pathway
provides the largest modification in the delayed fluorescence.
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Excited State Dynamics of Bare and Strongly Coupled
Tetracene Crystals
In what follows, we investigate how strong coupling affects the photo-physics of single crystal
tetracene. Figure 3(a) shows a schematic diagram with the most important excited state
dynamics of the tetracene crystal, which can be summarized by the reaction equation
S0 + S1  TTpair  2 Tfree . (2)
The excited singlet (S1) together with a singlet ground state (S0) can turn into a pair of
triplet states (TTpair). The TTpair can separate into two free triplets (Tfree). The process
from the singlet state to the triplet pair state is spin allowed as the total spin of the two
bound triplets adds up to zero. The singlet energy in tetracene crystals is approximately 180
meV lower than twice the energy of a free triplet.53 Despite this apparent energy mismatch,
singlet fission to a triplet pair state proceeds at a rate of ∼8.3 ns−1.54 The opposite process to
singlet fission is triplet fusion, where the triplet pair fuses to form a singlet state (from TTpair
to S0 + S1 in Eq. (2)). Triplet fusion results in a delayed component of the tetracene PL,
that dominates the decay at intermediate times, roughly between 1 and 5 ns. Besides fusion
to a singlet state, the triplet pair can separate into free triplets that can diffuse through the
crystal.55–59 When two free triplets meet, they may form a triplet pair and, if the zero spin
criterion is fulfilled, they can annihilate to form a singlet exciton.25,60 In this manuscript,
we refer to the process of the annihilation of two free triplets to a singlet exciton, as free
triplet annihilation, while the annihilation of a triplet pair is referred to as triplet fusion. As
the annihilation of two free triplets to a singlet depends on the probability of two triplets to
interact, this rate scales quadratically with the number of excitons and therefore with the
excitation intensity.61 Free triplet annihilation is the main origin of the delayed fluorescence
from tetracene on time scales longer than 10 ns.54,62–64
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By strong coupling of the singlet exciton transition in tetracene to a plasmonic cavity, we
form the LPB with partial singlet character, while the triplet energy remains the same. A
schematic representation of the effect of strong coupling on the tetracene energy levels is given
in Fig 3(b). We hypothesize that strong coupling may lead to an additional decay channel of
triplet-triplet annihilation to the LPB. Because of this additional channel and the brightness
of the LPB in Fig. 2(d), strong light-matter coupling may lead to an enhanced delayed
fluorescence.32 To investigate if strong coupling indeed affects the excited state dynamics
of the system, we have analyzed the time-resolved fluorescence using time-correlated single
photon counting. For clarity, these measurements have been done by collecting mainly the
fluorescence from the LPB using a band pass filter centered at λ = 550 and with a bandwidth
of 10 nm. The detected wavelength range is indicated by the gray box in Fig. 2(f). Similar
measurements have been done with a λ = 530± 5nm band pass filter to collect the emission
from the dark (uncoupled) excitons. These measurements, which are not discussed in the
manuscript but can be found in the SI (Fig. S8), conclude that dark excitons inherit the
properties of the LPB, as has been recently predicted.65
The time resolved fluorescence (TRPL) decay of the crystal outside the array is shown
by the orange solid curve in Fig. 4(a). The initial exciton density is estimated from the
absorbed laser power and the size of the excitation spot to be 8 × 1017 cm−3. Also the
instrument response function (IRF), with a full width at half maximum of τIRF = 450 ps,
is shown in Fig. 4(a) with the purple dash-dotted curve. In the decay of the bare tetracene
measured outside the array, we observe three regions: a very fast decay that is convoluted
with the IRF of the setup (see inset of Fig. 4 (a)), an intermediate decay, i.e. from ∼1 until
∼5 ns, and a slow decay component from ∼10 ns after excitation. The TRPL measurements
of tetracene on the array (green dashed curve in Fig. 4 (a)) display the same three regions.
There are however two striking differences: at t = 0, the emission intensity of tetracene on
the array is already a factor 3 higher than outside the array (green dashed curve in the inset
of Fig. 4(a)). This higher prompt fluorescence intensity can be attributed to a faster singlet
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(radiative) decay to the ground state via the lower polariton band, to pump enhancement,
or to a more efficient light out-coupling. However, we focus here on the change in decay
rates rather than the absolute fluorescence intensity.
If we follow the decay of the tetracene emission on and outside the array, we see that these
curves are parallel during the first 5 ns (See inset of Fig. 4 (a)). After ∼5 ns, the contribution
of the delayed emission on the array becomes larger compared to the bare tetracene.
To show the difference in the excited state dynamics on and outside the array more clearly,
the decay curves have been normalized to the same maximum at t=0, and are plotted in Fig.
4(b). The red curve represents the time-resolved fluorescence outside the array, while the
green curve is the measurement of the strongly coupled tetracene under the same conditions.
When we compare these decays, we see that they nearly overlap during the first ∼5 ns,
after which they start to diverge quickly over a time period of ∼50 ns. To better describe
the dynamics of the excited states of the tetracene crystal and to understand what may
be the cause of the difference in TRPL, we have used a kinetic model to describe the time
evolution of the different states.54,62,66–68 To simplify the model and limit the number of
fitting parameters, we did not consider the different spin states of the triplet pair as separate
states,63,69,70 but they are all included in the triplet pair state. The model is given by the
following rate equations:
dNS
dt
= −(kS + kfis)NS − kSSAN2S + kfusNTTpair, (3)
dNTTpair
dt
= −(kTTpair + kfus + kPF )NTTpair + kfisNS + kFPN2Tfree, (4)
dNTfree
dt
= −kTfreeNTfree − 2kFPN2Tfree + 2kPFNTTpair. (5)
In these equations, NS, NTTpair and NTfree represent the populations of the singlet state,
the triplet pair and the free triplets, respectively. The radiative and non-radiative decay
rates of the singlet, triplet pair, and free triplet state are given by kS, kTTpair and kTfree.
kSSA is the rate of singlet-singlet annihilation, which is a second order process, as is triplet
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singlet annihilation, kTSA. kfis and kfus are the rate of singlet fission into a triplet pair state
and the rate of fusion from a triplet pair state into a singlet state, respectively. Because
triplet fusion is the process in which one bound triplet pair transfers into one singlet state,
this process is linear with the triplet pair density. As two free triplets can form one triplet
pair state, kPF and kFP have a prefactor of two in Eq. (5), and the decay rate of free triplets
to the triplet pair depends quadratically on the free triplet concentration.60,62,63 The time
step used for the numerical calculation of Eqs. 3-5 is 10 ps. We assume that right after
excitation all the excited states are in the S1 state, thus the TTpair and Tfree are not excited
directly. To limit the amount of fitting parameters and because some decay rates are faster
than the IRF of our setup, we fixed most of the rates to the values given in Ref. [54]. The
only free parameters of the fit were the decay rate of the triplet state, the triplet pair state,
and the initial population of the S1 states. We left these values free since in Ref.[ 54] the
focus is on the decay during the first 10 ns, while we are interested in times up to 250 ns.
A particle swarm algorithm is used to fit the measurements in the interval 2-250 ns after
excitation.71 The black dashed curve in Fig. 4 (c) shows the fit to the TRPL data measured
outside the array. The fitting parameters are given in Table 1 and the residuals are plotted
in the SI (Fig. S7). The fit of the kinetic model is in good agreement with the measured
data for most of the fitted range. There is a small discrepancy between the fit and the data
around 10 ns, resulting from the approximations made in the model: In particular, we do
not consider the spin evolution of the triplet pair states, and disregard emission from any
states other than the singlet state. Nevertheless, the kinetic model fits the largest fraction of
the decay curve excellently. Therefore, we can conclude that the kinetic model describes the
main processes in the crystal reasonably well, and gives reliable values for the populations
of the different excited states over time.
The populations of the different excited states are plotted in Fig. 4 (c) for an initial
excitation density of 8.1 × 1017 cm−3, normalized to the S1 population at t=0. During the
first ∼200 ps, the S1 state is the dominant population, plotted with the blue curve in Fig. 4
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(c) (see also the inset). However, efficient singlet fission results in a rapid population of the
TTpair state, shown with the green dashed curve. These triplet pairs split into free triplets
(orange dash-dotted curve) and free triplets become the most populous species in the system
after ∼1 ns. At ∼10 ns there is a kink in the singlet population caused by the fact that from
that time the S1 decay dynamics become dominated by the free triplet reservoir. The reason
why it takes a few ns after the triplet reservoir is the most populated state until it starts to
dominate the singlet fluorescence decay, is because the transition rates from the triplet to
S1 are slower than from the triplet pair states to S1. If we compare Fig. 4 (c) with Figs.
4 (a) and (b), we conclude that the fastest decay component of the tetracene fluorescence
corresponds to the ultrafast singlet fission from S1 to the TTpair state. Then the S1 state is
repopulated by TTpair states, while at the same time the TTpair dissociates into free triplets.
Free triplets act as an exciton reservoir that repopulates the singlet state through free triplet
annihilation from times longer than ∼10 ns after excitation.
Table 1: Rates describing the dynamics of excitons in single crystal tetracene. The initial
singlet exciton population is estimated from the excitation intensity and the absorption by
tetracene, and subsequently fitted to the experiments. To minimize the number of fitting
parameters, the only free parameters are kTTpair, kTfree and NS0. All the other rates have
been taken from literature.54 The results of the fit with these parameters are shown with
the black dashed curve in Fig 4(b).
symbol rates process
kS 0.08 ns
−1 decay of singlets
kTTpair 0.44 ns
−1 decay of triplet pair
kTfree 0.05 µs
−1 decay of free triplet
kSSA 2.0× 10−18 ns−1cm−3 singlet-singlet annihilation
kTSA 2.5× 10−18 ns−1cm−3 triplet-singlet annihilation
kfis 8 ns
−1 S0 + S1 → TTpair
kfus 1 ns
−1 TTpair → S0 + S1
kPF 0.5 ns
−1 TTpair → 2 Tfree
kFP 1.8× 10−20 ns−1cm−3 2Tfree → TTpair
NS0 4.6× 1017 cm−3 singlet population at t=0
We note that strong coupling modifies the energy landscape, creating new energy bands.
Adding new states to the kinetic model also increases the number of fitting parameters,
reducing the reliability of the fits. Although with the kinetic model we cannot describe the
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Figure 4: time-resolved PL (TRPL) of tetracene. a. TRPL measurements on (green dashed
curve) and outside (red solid curve) the array are shown. The initial singlet exciton density
is NS ∼ 8.1 × 1017 cm−3. The instrument response function (IRF), shown with the purple
dash-dotted curve, has a FWHM of 450 ps and is normalized to the decay outside the array.
The inset shows the same three curves, but for the first 6 ns. b. TRPL for tetracene on
(green curve) and outside (red curve) the array normalized at t=0. The fit to the TRPL
outside the array is shown with the black dashed curve. The fitting parameters can be found
in table 1. c. S1, Tpair and Tfree populations as a function of time as obtained from the
kinetic model for the initial excitation density of NS = 3 = 8.1×1017 cm−3. The inset shows
the rapid decay of the singlets to the triplet pair states in ∼ 200 ps and the build up of the
free triplets in the first nanoseconds.
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effects of strong coupling quantitatively, there is clearly a large effect of strong coupling on
the delayed PL. This difference becomes even more evident when we plot the ratio between
the fluorescence on and outside the array as it is done with the red open circles in Figs.
5(a) and (b). This curve is obtained by dividing the normalized decay on the array by the
normalized decay outside the array, and taking the average of this ratio in steps of 8 ns. The
error bars in Figs. 5(a) and (b) represent the standard deviation of this average. The ratio
between the fluorescence on and outside the array remains one for ∼5 ns (see red circles in
inset Fig. 5(b)), then rapidly increases to a factor of ∼ 2.5 at 50 ns after excitation, and
continues to increase for 200 ns but at slower rate. To find a qualitative explanation for this
ratio as a function of time, we look at the different excited states in tetracene, obtained from
the kinetic model in Fig. 4 (c). From this model, we know that during the first ∼5 ns the
excited state dynamics is dominated by the S1 and TTpair states, consecutively. Since at this
time interval the ratio between fluorescence on and outside the array is constant and nearly
one (see red open circles in the inset of Fig. 5(b)), we can conclude that the S1 and TTpair
states do not play a significant role in the observed enhanced delayed emission. The rapid
increase of this ratio between 5 and 50 ns coincides with the time that the triplet states
become the most dominant species in the system (∼10 ns). This behavior strongly suggests
that the change in the time-resolved PL between the bare tetracene and the strongly coupled
tetracene is related to triplet states. Indeed, the enhanced delayed emission due to the triplet
states could be explained by the formation of an additional radiative channel from the triplet
states to the LPB in the strong coupling regime. A more efficient harvesting of the triplet
states by the LPB could be expected by considering that this pathway is energetically more
favourable since the LPB is at lower energy than the S1 state. However, in this case we
should also expect a faster depletion of the triplet reservoir, leading to a faster decay of
the triplet states, which is not what we see in Figs. 4 and 5. This apparent contradiction
could be explained if we consider that once the LPB has harvested the triplets, the emission
is more efficient than for the bare tetracene. This would imply that the number of triplet
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states and the number of harvested triplets are almost the same for the uncoupled and the
strongly coupled tetracene, but the in the last case the harvested triplets by the LPB decay
radiatively, emitting more efficiently than the triplets harvested by S1 state in the uncoupled
case. A more plausible explanation could be that strong coupling modifies more than only
the decay rates towards the LPB - it may change any rate between the LPB and UPB, and
any of the S1, TTpair, Tfree and the ground state. There is not yet a rigorous theory to
describe these changes and, as mentioned before, including more states to the kinetic model
increases the number of parameters, making the fit unreliable.
Figure 5: Ratios of fluorescence decay. a Ratio between fluorescence after normalization for
the cases: on and outside the array in strong coupling (red circles), pump enhancement (blue
diamonds) and on and outside the array in weak coupling (green squares). b Close up of the
ratios during the first 15 ns. The ratio for the strong coupling case (red circles) stays close
to one for the first 5 ns, and then increases rapidly.
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Excited State Dynamics of Bare Tetracene at Different
Excitation Intensities
As the rate from free triplets to the triplet pair depends on the concentration of the triplets,
increasing the excitation intensity should also affect the delayed fluorescence. To rule out the
possibility that pump enhancement of the tetracene on the array, originating from scattering
of the excitation beam with the nanoparticles, could cause the measured enhanced delayed
fluorescence, we have done a control measurement where we experimentally reproduce the
pump enhancement in bare tetracene by increasing the excitation intensity. From FDTD
simulations, the pump enhancement was calculated to be a factor of 1.5 at 375 nm on the
array (see Fig. S4 of the SI). Therefore, we compared two measurements of the TRPL where
we increased the laser power by a factor of 1.5.
The ratio between the TRPL measured at high and low excitation intensities is plotted
with the blue curve and diamonds in Figs. 5 (a) and (b). The decay curves are shown in
SI (Figs. S5 and S7), where we also show that we can fit the effect of pump enhancement
using the kinetic model by only changing the initial population of the singlet states (NS).
The fluorescence intensity is higher for high excitation intensities up to ∼50 ns (PL ratio
larger than one in Figs. 5 (a) and (b)), as we can expect from the non-linear dependence
of singlet fission on the triplet concentration. However, after the first few nanoseconds, the
fluorescence decays faster due to the faster ‘depletion’ of the triplet reservoir. We stress that
the differences between the effect of higher excitation intensity and strong coupling are very
pronounced, as can be seen in the PL ratio of Figs. 5 (a) and (b). These differences rules
out pump enhancement as the mechanism for the enhanced delayed fluorescence measured
in the strongly coupled tetracene.
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Excited State Dynamics of Weakly Coupled Tetracene
Crystals
As a second control experiment, we have designed a nanoparticle array with a periodicity
of 200 × 420 nm2 resulting in an SLR at 1.9 eV for kp = 0 rad/µm. This SLR which is at
much lower energies than the exciton transition in tetracene. Similar extinction and emission
measurements as those in Fig. 2, do not show an splitting into the LPB and UPB, and strong
coupling for this sample (See Fig. S3 in the SI). The tetracene crystal is in this case weakly
coupled to the nanoparticle array.
The PL ratio measured on the tetracene crystal on and outside the array is plotted with
the green curve and open squares in Figs. 5 (a) and (b) (the normalized TRPL measurements
of this sample are shown in Fig. S5 of the SI). This PL ratio shows a pronouncedly different
behavior than the measurements on the strongly coupled sample: the contribution to the
delayed fluorescence of the tetracene on the array is much lower than that of the tetracene
outside the array. Using the kinetic model, we can reproduce this faster decay of tetracene
weakly coupled to the array by considering a combination of pump enhancement, due to
scattering of the excitation beam with the array, and a faster the decay of the S1 state to the
ground state (see SI Figs. S5 and S6 and table S4). This faster decay to the ground state
corresponds to the Purcell enhancement due to the modified local density of optical states.72
Note that the kinetic model can be used to explain these measurements as this sample is in
the weakly coupling regime and no new states are formed.
Since the effect of weak coupling to the tetracene emission is very different from the
strong coupling, we can exclude the metal as the origin of the enhanced delayed fluorescence
of tetracene, which can be associated to strong coupling. For achieving the enhanced delayed
PL, the resonance of the array should couple strongly to the tetracene.
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Conclusions
We have demonstrated strong coupling of tetracene single crystals to collective plasmonic
resonances (surface lattice resonances, SLRs) in open plasmonic cavities formed by arrays of
silver nanoparticles. The strong coupling is evidenced by the splitting of the exciton energy in
a lower polariton and an upper polariton band, with a Rabi energy of 210 meV. In the steady
state emission, we have observed a wavelength dependent increase of the fluorescence, up to a
factor of 7 at the energy of the lower polariton band. Moreover, in time resolved PL (TRPL)
measurements, we have observed an increase of the fractional contribution of the delayed
fluorescence by almost a factor of four. With control measurements, we have shown that the
enhanced delayed fluorescence measured in the strong coupling regime has a pronouncedly
different behaviour than pump or Purcell enhancement. We have used a kinetic model
to explain the TRPL of bare tetracene and the effects of pump and Purcell enhancement.
However, the kinetic model was unable to explain the enhanced delayed fluorescence of
tetracene in the strong coupling regime. From the analysis of the populations of different
excited states in the tetracene crystal and the fact that the enhanced PL was on the same
timescale as the free triplet lifetime, we suggest that long lived triplet states harvested by the
lower polariton band may be at the origin of the enhanced delayed fluorescence. However, a
more extensive theoretical model, including the complexity of the multilevel organic crystal
coupled to to SLRs is required. The open structure defined by the nanoparticle array will
facilitate the application of strong light-matter coupling in real devices, such as organic solar
cells and light emitting diodes.
Methods
Silver nanoparticle array fabrication. A layer of electron beam resist (ZEP520A) with
a thickness of 120 nm was spin coated on top of a glass substrate. Conventional e-beam
lithography (Raith EBPG 5250) was used to pattern the resist. After removal of the ex-
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posed resist, a 40 nm thick layer of silver was evaporated under ∼ 3 × 10−8 Torr, and the
remaining resist was removed. A 12 nm thick Si3N4 and an 8 nm thick SiO2 protective layers
were deposited to prevent oxidation of the nanoparticles. For better adhesion of the silver
particles, a thin TiO2 layer (2 nm) was deposited before evaporation of the silver.
Tetracene crystals growth. Tetracene crystals were fabricated by dissolving tetracene
(98% from Sigma Aldrich) in toluene until saturation. The solution was stirred on a hot-
plate at a temperature of 60◦C for 30 min inside a nitrogen glovebox. The solution was
cooled down to 40◦C, filtered through a 0.22 µm PTFE filter (PerkinElmer), and dropcasted
on the substrate. The thickness of the crystals was measured using a DektakXT profilometer
at a load of 6 mg. However, as the stylus of the profilometer could damage the crystals, the
specific thickness of the crystal used for the optical experiments was estimated by comparing
its extinction to that of a crystal with a known thickness.
Dispersion measurements with rotation stage. The optical extinction (1-transmission)
of the nanoparticle array covered with PS was measured with a collimated white light (En-
ergetiq LDLS EQ-99) and with the sample mounted on a motorized rotation stage to change
the angle of incidence. The extinction spectra were detected with an Ocean Optics USB
2000+ spectrometer. The measured spectra were referenced to the extinction measurements
of tetracene outside the array and at the same angle. The large size of the arrays (2.5× 2.5
mm2) allows for incident angles over 50◦ with respect to the surface normal.
Dispersion measurements with Fourier Microscope. The extinction maps of the
tetracene crystals were measured in a Fourier microscope. The rotation stage used for the
extinction measurements of the bare array could not be used for these measurements as the
diameter of the white light beam in that setup was larger than the tetracene crystal. The
sample is illuminated through a 40x objective (Nikon CFI S Plan Fluor ELWD, NA 0.6) and
collected with a 60x objective (Nikon CFI S Plan Fluor ELWD, NA 0.7). There was a 400 µm
pinhole in the intermediate imaging plane such that light from an area of ∼7 µm diameter
was measured in the Fourier plane. A spectrometer (Princeton Instruments SP2300) con-
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nected to a camera (Princeton Instruments ProEM:512) allows for mapping the dispersion
as function of energy and angle. Extinction measurements of tetracene on the array were
referenced to tetracene extinction outside the array. For measurements of the dispersion of
the fluorescence from the samples, a 375 nm pulsed laser (LDH series Picoquant) was used
for excitation.
Confocal Microscope. A Nikon confocal (C2) microscope with a CCD camera (DS-Fi2-
U3) was used for imaging the sample. The images were taken by illuminating the sample
with a X-Cite 120 white light source. For the fluorescence measurements, a 400 nm short
pass filter is placed in the excitation beam path and a 447 nm long pass filter is used to
collect the fluorescence image. Lifetime measurements of the excited states were done with
a time-correlated single photon counting detector (TimeHarp 300 Picoquant) connected to
the microscope and exciting the sample with a 375 nm pulsed laser operated at 2.5 MHz (Pi-
coquant LDH series). The TRPL emission with a wavelength between 545 and 555 nm was
collected using a band pass filter. The TRPL was also measured at the energy of the exciton
with a band pass filter in the wavelength range 525 to 535 nm (measurements included in
Fig. S8 of the SI).
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